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INTRODUCTION 
Multi-element grochemical data from regional \trean- 

sediment surveys provide a useful hax with which to dctcr- 
mine grochrmical ctlaracteristics of an area and thus, to 
assist in the design t:f more detailed, exploration oriented 
studies. The Eskay Creek area is of particular interst 
because of the enigmatic deposits found recently with 
abnormally high grad-s of gold and sil\ser. The general area 
was sampled in 1988 as part of the Reyional Grochrmical 
Survey program of the Geological Survey Branch of the 
British Columbia Ministry of Energy, ~%linrs and Petroleum 
Resources. Analytical data emer& from that survey wcr(: 
provided to us for evaluation. 

The analytical data were obtained from the -X0-mesh 
fraction of stream scdimcnt samples analyzed hy atomic 
ahsorption techniques for 21 constituents (Zn, Cu, Ph, Ni, 
Co, Ag, Mn, Fe, MO. II. W, Sn. Hg, As. Sh. Ba, Cd, V. 1.01. 
F and Au), and water samples (from stream-sediment sitn- 
plc sites) analyzed for uranuium. tluorinc and pli. In addi- 
tion, a number of caicgorical variables were recorded fol 
each sample site such 3s grain size. scdimcnt colour. stream 
velocity and lithology underlying the hnsin contributing to a 
streim sediment sample site. 

METHODOLOGY 
Our initial work has been oriented toward the recognition 

and charxtrrizirtion of background populations for tbr 
various metals analyzed. and the identification of thresholds 
for those elements that are clearly anomalous in known 
mineralized areas. The approach we have taken includes: 

l Updating the information pertaining to lithology 
underlying the dt~ainegc hasin for each sample in the 
light of the most recent geologic;~l mapping. 

l Grouping of samples with related lithologies to prw 
duce groups wi:h sufficient data for the rwluiltion 
procedure to hc used. 

. Interpretation of particular groups of data tning proha- 
hility graphs. 

. Examination of i:hc spatial plots of those elements for 
which multiple populations were identified. 

In particular. we examined the analytical data rcportrd for 
660 stream-sediment wmples from map area NTS 104B, 
that is, the Iskut Rover area which embraces the Snip 
deposit. Eskay Crrrk. area and the Sulphurcts camp. and 
chose two extreme groups of data with which to hcgin our 
study: samples reflecting drainage hasins underlain hy sedi- 

mentary rocks of the Bower Lake Group. tnd sw~plt:s 
which reflect wlcanic lithologie:; of the Hart Iton Grin lp. 
Thcsr groups are coded SLSN and BRCC IT: pectively in 
the publicly availehlc government data file. Thr lattcrfroip 
includes units that locally have: tbccn rrferrec to as J;tcl(, 
Unuk River, Betty Creek. Mount Diluorth md Salrn:n 
River formations although the correlations ilr,’ commor ly 
uncertain. We edited these data grwps suhstant: ally with the 
assistance of up-to-date neological informatior frotn Dr. I’ 
Lewis. The resulting modified files wrfe tht n cramin:d 
sequentially using prohahility plot,; (Sinclair. I’ 76: Stank:y, 
IYXX). 

RESULTS 
Results of our study are discuswi in terms (,f the shafts 

of the histograms (numbers of imrl-prrted dat. suhpopu ;I- 
tions) and selection of thresholds for the varia ales studiui. 

In nearly all cases we were able to interpret I he shapes of 
prohahility graphs (cumulative hi:;tngrams) as ndicativ’? of 
either a single lognormal population or corr hination!; of 
lognormal populations. In grnerxl. we can clas! ify varia~3 es 
from each frolo+tlly defined group into four uhgroups Iof 
increasing complexity of cumulative histogrw IS. 

‘The interpretetion of probability plots is su jectivc. tht 
cxpcricnce has shown that diffe-em suhpopt lations 01 it 
particular peochemical variable xe commonl) the prod~xt 
of different processes. For cxatrple, high suhps ,pulations of 
~nctals such as copper and lead in many cases ; re related :o 
mineralization. whereas. the lower suhpopulati ms for thws 
metals represent samples deriwd from unmit~ cralixd t<:r- 
rains. Where sufficient indcpendxmt data arc .vailahle the 
various processes rcprcsented hy data suhpopul ttions C:III be 
identified with reasonable certainty. As a genswl rule, we 
hnvc ignored two wry specific types of popu ation as fsll- 
lows: outlirr values which we d,;:fine for our purpose’< ias 
reprcscnting Ices than I prrcenl of a data set xt either the 
high or low ends of a di,,tl-ibution. alld pseudw 
suhpopulations that may appear where a !signif cant prop<“- 
[ion of values occurs near the detection limit o the annibti- 
cal procedure. This latter situation is of little cc tern for the 
metal variables considered here because, in gc wal. we ;are 
more interested in higher villurs than in lowa val~w: this 
need not hc true with such vzri.ibles ar 105s on ignitian 
(LOI) or pH. 

Results of this preliminary sl:udy we listed in Table 
4-12-l for samples from sedimentary wrains md in T.ll~lc 

4-12-2 for samples from volcanic terrains. For :ach of tht !se 
geological groups of data, variablss are suhdi\ ided acco~.ll- 
ing to increasing complexity of cumulative his ogrems (i.<a., 
increasing numbers of modes). ‘Thresholds are given for all 
variables (c:/: Sinclair, IYY I) 
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Ag 0.14 ppm 0.03 - 0.65 
co 1’ PPm 6-35 
C” 42 w 19.9, 
R 3.48% 2.32 - 5.21 
M” 6% w 285 - 1,424 
S” 0.9 ppm 0.2 - 3.7 
w 2.1 ppm LO - 4.4 
P’l 6.98 6.15 - 7.84 
” 1.9 ppm 1.1 - 3.6 

Two PoPulATlONS (” = KM) 
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Ni 

A 63l 3% 213 ppm 
D a4 935% 32 mm 
c 5.6 35% 
A 166’ 2% 

97’ 
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II &I% 53 mm 
c 18’ 14% 

‘arithmetic mean 

ONE POP”LATTON (n = ‘8) 

mom 95%Rangf (units) 
Variable Mea” (2nd Sgurc is thrcshald) 

CA 0.5 .05.5 ppm 
S” 1.0 2 - 3.6 ppm 
2 0.4 33 .M 5 - 227 -2.3 pp 

ppm 

Iwo FoPulATlONS (” = 7.8) 

Variable POP’” mom man % nlrcshold 

PH A 7.18 95% 6.35 
B 3.20 5% 

zn A MO 5% 295 ppm 
0 142 95% 

PC A 4.04 95% 2.48% 
” t.55 5% 

“W A 0.32 14% .a PPb 
B 0.02 86% 

MO A 247 15% 7 PP 
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DISCUSSION 
The two data groups dealt with represent surficial gro- 

chemical responses to two contrasting geological environ- 
merits, that is, sedimentary and volcanic terrains. Even a 
cursory comparison uf results in Tables 4.12. I and 4-12-2 
indicates that histograms of variables from the sedimentary 
group (Table 4-12-I) are less complex (i.e., fewer modes) 
and metal abundances are generally much lower than for the 
volcanic group (Table J-12-2). For about half the variables 
(i.e., Ba, Cu. IJ, As, h40, Au, Pb, V, F, Zn and Hg) the high 
abundance subpopulation for the volcanic-related group is 
substantially above the value at the 97.5 percentile of the 
corresponding population related to sedimentary terrains. 
The generally higher level of metal abundances in the 
volcanic-related data reflects both differing background 
populations for the two distinctive rock sequences and the 
presence of a substantial number of mineral showings and 
hydrothermal alteration zones localized within or at the 
margins of the volcanic sequence. It seems likely that for 
most metals with multiDIe submmulations the UDD~T sub- 
population correlates wi;h a n&&lized source. .&I excep- 
tion seems to be barium (.we Table 4-12-2). In some cases, 
tin for example, the histograms from the two groups are 
comparable. 

Examples of varying, complexity of the form of cumula- 
tive histograms are given in Figures 4-12-i to 4-12-4. 
Metals showing single lognormal populations are of limited 
practical use in identifying anomalous samples; we have 
adopted the mean plus two standard deviations of the log- 
normal population as an arbitrary threshold in such cases 
(Sinclair, 1991). 

The f&going observations are consistent with the known 
concentration of minwal deposits and occurrences in or 
marginal to the volcanic sequences in the area. and the 
general absence of showings in predominantly sedimentary 
terrains. However, there are several surprising results from 
our study: 

0 Silver and antimony values are remarkably low and 
their distributions are simple. This is particularly SW 
prising because many showings in the area contain 
abundant sulphosalts and have high silver contents. 

l Relatively few stunpIes are anomt~lous in more than 
one or two elements. For example, among the 
volcanic-related samples, 27 are anomalous in one or 
more of copper, lead. zinc, mercury and arsenic (Table 
4-12-X). This particular group of elements is importax 
because all the met~nls are strongly concentrated in the 
Eskay Creek area and the Sulphurets camp. From a 
practical point of .view results of our evaluation imply 
that multi-element analyses are essential for wean 
sediment samples to provide an acceptable level of 
anomaly recognition 

:: : : : : 
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Despite the limitatilxx discussed above regarding the 
inefficiency of using single elements for anomaly recogni- 
tion, several metals are useful on a more rrgional scale. 
High zinc values. for example, clearly identify a large area 
including and extending south from the Eskay Creek 
deposits. High arsenic values are concentrated in the Sul- 
phurets camp and are asociated with high lint values to the 

Figure 4-12-2. Log prohahility graph for wnium in 
water (U,) at volcanic-derived stream scdimrn sample 
sites. Eskey Creek arca. Ordinare is Log,,,(mct II ahun- 
dance). Open circles arc cumulalivr data: curve fittrd to 
open circles is a visual best fit hin~lodal distrihutirrr; sloping 
straight lines are partitioned logn<~mnal ruhpop llations: 
horizontal dotted lines arc at the 2.5 and 97.5 pew stiles of 
each of the partitioned rubpopula~ions. 



south of Eskay Creek. The fact that many samples are “one These low (anomalous) pH values appear erratically located 

metal anomalous” may he partly related to mineral zoning because of the scale of sampling comhincd with the shot? 
and secondary dispersion patterns. If this is so. closa distances over which local acidities are diluted 
spaced samples are essential to identify such patterns. (neutralized). 

The following comments relate to the volcanic-related 
data set: uranium in wtcr, molybdenum and to 3 lesser 
degree uranium, have very similar cumulative distributions; 
of these uranium in water is particularly well defined as a 
mixture of two lognormal populations. Association of these 
elements is to be expected because of their prochemical 
similarity in surficial environments. A small pcrcrntags of 
values that represent a high subpopulation relates spatially 
to small intrusive bodies. Zinc background is nwmal for 
volcanic terrains. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Stream-sediment samples in the lskut Rjverarea, taken as 

pan of a Regional Geochemical Survey. provide useful 
mformatian to guide further surveys and exploration. In 
particular, thresholds have been determined for all variables 
for the two geologically defined data groups in the publicly 
available data that we examined. 

Complex distributions we difficult to interpret with confi- 
dence. Several three-population variahlcs (Sb, Au. Ba, F, 
and Mn) seem to have one of their constituent populations 
generated artificially near the detection limit; hence. they 
are interpreted here as bimodal variables. Gold has two 
clearly defined and nhundant populations. The relatively 
high abundance of an upper population (27%) probably 
reflects the widespread wxurrence of mineralized and 
altered zones within the volcanic sequence and the biased 
location of samples relative to known mineraliration. 

hOlIldO”S 
Metal Association No. of Samples 

Copper and lead (and possibly mercury) have very simi- 
lar, complex histograms. The upper subpopulations of each 
of these three elements appears to be related spatially to 
known mineralization hut. as indicated previously, stream- 
sediment samples are generally high in only one of the three 
metals. 

Values for pH are largely concentrated near 7; however, a 
very small subpopulation (4 samples) of extremely low 
values (pH6.4j represents strongly acid conditions associ- 
ated with extensive gossan development over pyritic zones. 
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Figure 4-12-4. Log prohahility graph for gold in 
volcanic-derived swearn sediment samples, Eskay Creek 
xca. Ordinate is Log,,,(mctal abundance). SCP Figure 
4-12-2 for explanation of symbols. 
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